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Oman Air Hails Success Of Spring Sale Campaign
Date: 26 May 2015
Oman Air has declared its Spring Sale, which ran between 3rd and 7th May, a major success. The
campaign oﬀered customers signiﬁcant savings on both Business Class and Economy Class ﬂights
from Muscat to a wide range of destinations across the Middle East, Asia, East Africa and Europe.
Mahfood Ali Al Harthy, Chief Oﬃcer Sales at Oman Air, commented:

"Thousands of customers have beneﬁted from Oman Air's latest Spring Sale, which has met with very
strong demand within the Sultanate. The discounts we oﬀered represented outstanding value and
were snapped up in record time.
"Customers who took advantage of this sale are now set to enjoy the ultimate in 21st Century air
travel. Our rapidly-growing ﬂeet of aircraft oﬀer comfortable and spacious cabins and the latest
inﬂight entertainment technology. These are complemented by our trademark Omani hospitality and
delicious inﬂight dining. Furthermore, the convenience of services such as our online check-in, and
the luxury of our airport lounges, make ﬂying with Oman Air a joy.
"We are constantly creating new opportunities for our customers to experience our award-winning
products and services. We look forward to announcing more great deals in the future, and to
welcoming many more new customers to Oman Air"

The Spring Sale included many of Oman Air's key destinations across the Middle East, Asia, East Africa
and Europe. Fares to Dubai fell as low as OMR 39 for Economy Class seats. Meanwhile, bookings to
Abu Dhabi, Manama and Tehran were available for OMR 89 in Economy Class and OMR 250 in
Business Class. And ﬂights to Amman, Beirut and Cairo were oﬀered at just OMR 99 per person in
Economy Class and OMR 300 in Business Class.
A range of destinations in South Asia was also included within the sale. These included Karachi for
OMR 79 in Economy Class and OMR 250 in Business Class, with ﬂights to Bengaluru, Goa, Colombo
and the Maldives all available for as little as OMR 129 for Economy Class bookings and OMR 400 for
Business Class.
In South East Asia, Economy Class bookings to the premium destinations of Kuala Lumpur, Singapore
and Jakarta could be purchased for just OMR 179, with Business Class seats oﬀered for OMR 550. And
customers could make the most of ﬂights to Dar Es Salaam and Zanzibar, in the East African nation of
Tanzania, for as little as OMR 149 in Economy Class, or OMR 450 in Business Class.
Travellers to Europe were also able to make major savings, with ﬂights to Frankfurt, Munich, Paris,
Milan and Zurich oﬀering seats for only OMR 169 in Economy Class, or OMR 600 in Business Class.
All prices quoted are for return ﬂights per person, and include taxes and surcharges. Whilst Spring
Sale ﬂights were available to buy only between 3rd and 7th May, travel could be taken as late as 10th
July 2015.
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